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 OS describe what
individuals need
to do, know and
understand in
order to carry out
a particular job
role or function

 OS are
performance
standards that
individuals must
achieve when
carrying out
functions in the
workplace,
together with
specifications of
the underpinning
knowledge and
understanding

Introduction
Qualifications Pack- Parts Picker
SECTOR: AUTOMOTIVE
SUB-SECTOR: SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
OCCUPATION: LOGISTICS
REFERENCE ID: ASC/Q 6103
Brief Job Description: Also known as parts executive, store/warehouse
executive/assistant. Individuals at this job need to issue different parts and
assemblies according to production and shipping schedules picking these up
from Stores/ warehouse.
Personal Attributes: The individual on this job should be physically strong and
be able to follow work schedule discipline

ASDC, NEW DELHI
E-mail:
SKC.ASDC@gmail.com

Job Details

Qualifications Pack For Issue/Parts Picker

Qualifications Pack Code

ASC/Q6103

Job Role

Parts Picker

Credits(NVEQF/NVQF/NSQF)
TBD
[OPTIONAL]

Version number

1.0

Sector

Automotive

Drafted on

23/05/13

Sub-sector

Supply Chain
Management

Last reviewed on

10/06/13

Occupation

Logistics

Next review date

30/07/15

Job Role

Role Description
NVEQF/NVQF level
Minimum Educational Qualifications*
Maximum Educational Qualifications*

Issue/Parts Picker
selecting parts from stores as per BOM and issue these for
production/dispatch
3
Class 10th
Not Applicable


Training
(Suggested but not mandatory)
Experience





Applicable National Occupational
Standards (NOS)

ASDC Loader/packer certification
or
Knowledge about various parts / processes used in the
manufacturing of goods
0 -1 years if ASDC Level 2 certificate otherwise
or
0-1 years of experience in packaging industry

Compulsory:
ASC/N6103 Choose the parts from stores as per BOM & Issue
ASC/N0006 Maintain a safe ,clean and secure working
environment
Optional:

Performance Criteria

As described in the relevant OS units
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Qualifications Pack For Issue/Parts Picker

Keywords /Terms

Acronyms

Sector

Sub-sector
Occupation
Function

Sub-function
Job role
Occupational Standards
(OS)

Performance Criteria
National Occupational
Standards (OS)
Qualifications Pack (QP)

Unit Code
Unit Title
Description

Scope

Knowledge and
Understanding
Organizational Context

Description
Sector is a conglomeration of different business operations having similar
business and interests. It may also be defined as a distinct subset of the
economy whose components share similar characteristics and interests.
Sub-sector is derived from a further breakdown based on the
characteristics and interests of its components.
Occupation is a set of job roles, which perform similar/ related set of
functions in an industry.
Function is an activity necessary for achieving the key purpose of the
sector, occupation, or an area of work, which can be carried out by a
person or a group of persons. Functions are identified through functional
analysis and form the basis of OS.
Sub-functions are sub-activities essential to fulfill the achieving the
objectives of the function.
Job role defines a unique set of functions that together form a unique
employment opportunity in an organization.
OS specify the standards of performance an individual must achieve
when carrying out a function in the workplace, together with the
knowledge and understanding they need to meet that standard
consistently. Occupational Standards are applicable both in the Indian
and global contexts.
Performance criteria are statements that together specify the standard of
performance required when carrying out a task.
NOS are occupational standards which apply uniquely in the Indian
context.
QP comprises the set of OS, together with the educational, training and
other criteria required to perform a job role. A QP is assigned a unique
qualifications pack code.
Unit code is a unique identifier for an Occupational Standard, which is
denoted by an ‘N’
Unit title gives a clear overall statement about what the incumbent
should be able to do.
Description gives a short summary of the unit content. This would be
helpful to anyone searching on a database to verify that this is the
appropriate OS they are looking for.
Scope is a set of statements specifying the range of variables that an
individual may have to deal with in carrying out the function which have
a critical impact on quality of performance required.
Knowledge and understanding are statements which together specify the
technical, generic, professional and organizational specific knowledge
that an individual needs in order to perform to the required standard
Organizational context includes the way the organization is structured
and how it operates, including the extent of operative knowledge
managers have of their relevant areas of responsibility
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Qualifications Pack For Issue/Parts Picker
Technical Knowledge

Keywords /Terms

Technical knowledge is the specific knowledge needed to accomplish
specific designated responsibilities.
Core skills or generic skills are a group of skills that are the key to learning
and working in today’s world. These skills are typically needed in any
work environment in today’s world. These skills are typically needed in
any work environment. In the context of the OS, these include
communication related skills that are applicable to most job roles.
Description

NOS

National Occupational Standard(s)

NVQF

National Vocational Qualifications Framework

NSQF

National Qualifications Framework

NVEQF

National Vocational Education Qualifications Framework

QP

Qualifications Pack

BOM

Bills of Materials

Core Skills/ Generic
Skills
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ASC/N6103.

Select and issue parts from stores as per BOM

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

National Occupational
Standards

Overview
This unit is about picking & issuing materials as per the BOM to meet production and
shipment schedule.

National Occupational Standard

ASC/N6103.
Unit Code
Unit Title
(Task)
Description
Scope

Select and issue parts from stores as per BOM
ASC/N6103
Choose the parts from stores as per BOM & issue
This OS unit is about the parts picker carefully selecting the parts as per BOM and
keeping it in bins/racks for production/shipping process
The unit/ task covers the following:
 selecting the parts
 keeping the selected parts into corresponding shop floor process storage area

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope

Element

Performance Criteria

Part selection

To be competent , the user/individual on the job must be able to:
PC1. before part selection , ensure that you have the pertaining documents of
manufacturing/dispatch schedule & BOM for product/s being
manufactured/shipped
PC2. as per the BOM , identify and pick correct parts corresponding to the part no.
mentioned in BOM.

Sending it to shop
floor / despatch

To be competent , the user/individual on the job must be able to ensure:
PC3. selection of appropriate material handling equipment to handle & send the
parts.
PC4. the selected part is safely kept in storage locations of shop floor and at
correct stage/operation.
PC5. that for spare parts/ vehicles / aftermarket dispatches specified papers, items
are accompanied in the packing box .e.g. leaflets for usage, moisture
restricting capsules in adequate numbers, commercial papers/ insurance
documents.
PC6. that shipping address and packing box indicators are correctly marked as per
WI / customer documentation. e.g. complete address with contact telephone
information & orientation of box etc.
PC7. that in case of fragile/hazardous/perishable items, suitable stickers /
markings are put at appropriate place.
PC8. that relevant documents are handed over to a receiving station / receiving
person. A receipt may be taken where required

Knowledge and Understanding (K)
A. Organizational
Context
(Knowledge of the
company /
organization and

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KA1. product portfolio of organization
KA2. the manufacturing processes of organization
KA3. layout for identification of material storage locations in each plant: in both
the Stores/ warehouse & in the manufacturing process shop.
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ASC/N6103.
its processes)

B. Technical
Knowledge

Select and issue parts from stores as per BOM

The individual on the job needs to have knowledge of:
KB1. parts being used for manufacturing of each product
KB2. Storage & preservation conditions required for each material
KB3. Traceability requirements & corresponding batch identification for the parts.
KB4. Special requirements if any for cleanliness, packing, safety etc. e.g.
washing/air cleaning before assembly, orientation during handling/ packing

Skills (S) [Optional]
A. Core Skills/
Generic Skills

Basic reading and writing skills
The user/ individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA1. interpret the part nos. engraved on the parts
SA2. read the part nos. mentioned in the storage locations of various
stages/operations process.
SA3. read the WI for handling, storage , packing, safety etc in the Stores/
warehouse area relevant for working.
SA4. interpret obsolescence requirements if any .
Communication skills
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA5. communicate with the shop floor and stores departments
SA6. escalate matters if any non-conforming issue is observed during the course
of work
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ASC/N6103.

Select and issue parts from stores as per BOM

NOS Version Control

NOS Code

ASC/N6103

Credits(NVEQF/NVQF/NSQF)
[OPTIONAL]

TBD

Version number

1.0

Industry

Automotive

Drafted on

23/05/13

Industry Sub-sector

Supply Chain
Management

Last reviewed on

10/06/13

Occupation

Logistics

Next review date

30/07/15
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ASC/N0006.

Maintain a healthy, safe and secure working environment

_____________________________________________________________________________________

National Occupational
Standards

Overview
This unit is about establishing a Safe, Healthy and Environment friendly workplace
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National Occupational Standard

ASC/N0006.

Unit Code
Unit Title
(Task)
Description

Scope

Maintain a healthy, safe and secure working environment

ASC/N0006
Maintain a healthy , safe and secure working environment

This OS unit is about creating a Safe and Healthy work place, adhering to
the safety guidelines in the working area, following practices which are
not impacting the environment in a negative manner
This unit/task covers the following:
Types of processes:
 handling ,
 storage
 preservation
Types of products
 individual child parts
 part assemblies

Performance Criteria (PC) w.r.t. the Scope
Element
Performance Criteria
Identify and report the risks
To be competent , the user/individual on the job must be able to :
identified
PC1. identify activities which can cause potential injury through sharp
objects, burns, fall, electricity, gas leakages, radiation, poisonous
fumes, chemicals ,loud noise
PC2. inform the concerned authorities about the potential risks
identified in the processes, workplace area/ layout, materials
used etc
PC3. inform the concerned authorities about damages which can
potentially harm man/ machine during operations
PC4. create awareness amongst other by sharing information on the
identified risks
Create and sustain a Safe,
PC5. follow the instructions given on the equipment manual
clean and environment
describing the operating process of the equipments
friendly work place
PC6. follow the Safety, Health and Environment related practices
developed by the organization
PC7. operate the machine using the recommended Persona
Protective Equipments (PPE)
PC8. maintain a clean and safe working environment near the work
place and ensure there is no spillage of chemicals, production
waste, oil, solvents etc
PC9. maintain high standards of personal hygiene at the work place
PC10. ensure that the waste disposal takes place in the designated
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ASC/N0006.

Maintain a healthy, safe and secure working environment

area as per organization SOP
PC11. inform appropriately the medical officer/ HR in case of self or an
employee’s illness of contagious nature so that preventive
actions can be planned for others
Knowledge and Understanding (K) w.r.t. the scope
Element
Knowledge and Understanding
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
A. Organizational
KA1. relevant standards, procedures and policies related to Health,
Context (Knowledge of the
Safety and Environment followed in the company
company / organization and
its processes)
A. Technical Knowledge

Skills (S) w.r.t. the scope
Element
A. Core Skills/ Generic Skills

The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand:
KB1. basic knowledge of Safety procedures( fire fighting, first aid)
within the organization
KB2. basic knowledge of various types of PPEs and their usage
KB3. basic knowledge of risks associated with each occupation in the
organization
KB4. knowledge of personal hygiene and how an individual can
contribute towards creating a highly safe and clean working
environment
Skills
Writing Skills
The user/ individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA1. write basic level notes and observations
Reading Skills
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA2. read safety instructions put up across the plant premises
SA3. read safety precautions mentioned in equipment manuals and
panels to understand the potential risks associate with the
equipment
Oral Communication (Listening and Speaking skills)
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SA4.
effectively communicate information to team members and
Inform employees in the plant and concerned functions about
potentials Safety, Health and Environment related risks
observed
SA5.
question operator/ supervisor in order to understand the safety
related issues
SA6.
attentively listen with full attention and comprehend the
information given by the speaker during safety drills and training
programs
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ASC/N0006.

Maintain a healthy, safe and secure working environment

B. Professional Skills

Judgmental Thinking
The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to:
SB1. use common sense and make judgments during day to day basis
SB2. use reasoning skills to identify and resolve basic problems
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ASC/N0006.

Maintain a healthy, safe and secure working environment

NOS Version Control
NOS Code

ASC/N0006

Credits(NVEQF/NVQF/NSQF) TBD

Version number

1.0

Industry

Automotive
Supply Chain
Management

Drafted on

23/5/13

Last reviewed on

10/6/13

Logistics

Next review date

30/7/15

Industry Sub-sector
Occupation
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